
Daily Bakery Menu
Top Tier’s Bakery offers a daily selection of fresh baked goods.  
Items rotate daily based on popularity, seasonal themes and 
availability.  Below is a list of our popular selections. 

Daily Featured Pastry - Available in our case every day

Cupcakes - We feature up to 6 different flavors daily.  
Our popular White Wedding and Chocolate w/Butter Cream 
are always available.  Other flavors rotate weekly and 

encompass the holidays, seasons, popular trends and even 
customer requests (plus other chef inspired creations). — $2.75

Like Us On Facebook to find out the weekly featured cupcake flavors.

Brownies — always chocolatey delicious — $2.75

Cookies — Ashley’s custom recipes:Chocolate Chip - $1.00, 
Raspberry Butter - $2.50 and P.B. Reese Cup - $2.50

Brookies — Combination of a brownie and a cookie, the 
best of both worlds! — $2.75

Pecan Diamonds - Crushed pecans infused with caramel & 
honey, baked on a delicious crust — $2.50

Tarts — Individual-sized dessert treats in various 
flavors featuring Key Lime and a rotating selection of 
others like Strawberry & Creme Brûlée. - $3.00

6” Cakes — Round and elegantly decorated - in our case, 
ready to go (while they last) - $35.00

Scones - Blueberry is our most popular flavor, but other 
seasonal flavors may appear - $3.00



Rotating Selections - sometimes featured in the case, but always available for 
order with notice (minimum quantities may apply, call for details)

Sugar Cookies — cut out & decorated in various themes and 
covered with icing. — $3.00  (Custom trays can be ordered!)

Macarons - a French filled almond delight with various 
flavor options - $2.50

Macaroons an Italian coconut, meringue and chocolate 
treat - $2.50

Mini-Cheesecakes — Delicious cheesecake, with different 
flavors and toppings. - $2.75

Pastry Trays

Pastry Trays can be assembled with items right from 
our daily selection on a walk-in basis, or you can 
order mini-pastry…

Mini-Pastry Trays feature smaller sizes of our popular bakery 
selections.  There are two versions:

CLASSIC version includes Cookies, Brownies and Cupcakes:
[20 piece for $25 or 40 piece for $50] 

GOURMET version includes key lime tarts, seasonal tarts, 
pecan diamonds, brookies, cupcakes and possibly other 
seasonal items if available:

[20 piece for $35 or 40 piece for $70]

For Specialty Cake information, visit these other pages on our website: 
Cakes Pages (5 Galleries), Sizes & Styles, and Flavors / Pricing.


